Global Low Code Industry size
is $13.2Bn in 2020 and is
expected to grow at a 28%
CAGR over the next 5 years.

The industry is populated by
either pure-play providers or
software majors that have
developed their own Low Code
capabilities.

Most services partners while
growing fast are of small scale
currently (<100 employees)
and typically specialize in one
low code platform.

Majority of the deals in this
space involve Low Code
Software Providers who
develop the low code
platforms.

Speed (10x faster), ease of use,
and low knowledge burden
allows over half of the software
developers to consider using a
Low Code platform.

Leading specialists including
Mendix, OutSystems, Appian
and Betty Blocks have grown
and raised significant backing
from public and private
sources.

~20% of partners are
categorized as Specialist
Services Partners, and
remaining services are
provided by existing generalist
players.

Consolidation activity has just
begun in the services
landscape. One recent deal is
the acquisition of Appcino by
Xebia.

The Low Code industry falls
under PaaS as High
Productivity Application PaaS
(hpaPaaS).

Large vendors like Salesforce,
ServiceNow, Microsoft have
developed their own low code
platforms.

Larger services partners (100+
employees) focusing on Low
Code Platforms in recent
years: Vuram, Definitive Logic,
Indium Software, Mirante
Tecnologia

Some large firms like IBM and
SAP have either partnered
with or acquired pure-play
providers for their expertise in
the field.
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Low Code application platform supports rapid application
development (RAD), one-step deployment, execution and
management using declarative, high-level programming
abstractions.
▪ Market demand for
mobile app development
services will grow at
least five times faster
than the professional
capacity to deliver them
▪ The responsibility to
create apps is falling to
those without specific
development training

No Code platforms are specialized form of low code platforms,
which involve no customization or back-end support from the
developer by primarily using visual tools to build the apps.

Large enterprises will
use at least four Low Code
development tools

▪ Low Code options allow users to design
complex applications, without learning
complex computer languages
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Source(s): Gartner Magic Quadrant for Low Code Application Platforms Report 2019, Low
Code Development Platform Market Global Forecast by MarketsandMarkets 2019.

Citizen Developers are users creating new business apps whose
growth is supported by Low Code products as it allows users with
little to no coding experience to develop commercial level apps.

Mobile
Applications

28.1% CAGR

▪ Increases operational efficiency and device
integration by creating apps for mobiles and
supporting offline capabilities.

45.5
Legacy
Migration

▪ Replaces legacy solutions that cannot support
current processes or provide ideal user experience.

Improved
Operational
Efficiency

▪ Lowers development costs and time, and reduces
possible errors caused by manual processes.
▪ Aims to reduce complexity, improve transparency,
monitor data and adhere to compliance standards.

13.2

2020

2025E

LOW CODE SOFTWARE PROVIDERS WERE FOUNDED BEFORE 2010
& BEFORE IT WAS FORMALIZED AS AN INDUSTRY

RECENT YEARS SHOW INCREASED FUNDING AND DEALS ACTIVITY FOR SOFTWARE
PROVIDERS, WHILE NEW SERVICES PARTNERS ARE FOUNDED

1999-2010

2011-2020

Software
Providers Founded

Software
Providers Funding
Rounds

$10Mn
(2008)

$13Mn
(2011)

$37Mn
(2014)

$3.5Mn
(2017)

$55Mn
(2015)

$360Mn
(2018)

Service Partners
Founded

Key Transactions
/ Industry Key
Events
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▪
▪
▪
▪

Forrester’s report first coined ‘Low Code’ and gave a basic overview of the industry. (2014)
Forrester Research said that the Low Code market was at $1.7Bn (2015)
Mendix World Convention: First event that was solely focused on the development in the Low Code Industry (2019)
Global Pandemic accelerated growth of industry by raising need of quicker, automated app development (2020)

Source(s): LinkedIn, Company Websites; Appcino has been acquired by Xebia in Mar’21

Acquired
by
went public
(2017)

$730Mn
(2018)

$150Mn
(2021)

Quick turnaround time

Fixed list of available features and lack of
customization

Uses visual, declarative techniques rather than
traditional lines of coding

Limited Integration as restricted to one service
provider

Rising usage of smartphones and AI techniques
in low code development platforms fuels its
growth

Limits on innovation and additional features as
there is limited to no access to the source code

Supports automation of operational processes

Developing market so relatively small firms

Retains need of coding expertise for core
programming

Allows shadow IT to operate with minimum
oversight

Reduces software development knowledge
burden on firms and developers

Security concerns and reliability as developers do
not ultimately own the code

2018

Implementing/implemented or
expanding/upgrading
implementation

23%

Planning to implement within
the next 12 months

22%
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1. Source: Forrester Analytics Global Business Technographics Developer Surveys, 2018 and 2019

Half of developers
are now using or
plan to use Low
Code platforms

24%

46%

Not interested but no immediate
plans

Don’t know
Scalability as small and enterprise-level
applications with growing users can be supported

26%

40%

9%
10%

2019

▪ Low Code application platform supports execution and management using high-level programming abstractions, such
as model-driven and metadata-based programming languages. They support the development of user interfaces,
business logic and data services, and improve productivity

PaaS: ‘Platform as a service’
PaaS means that instead of a specific application, users pay for a
platform where they can build their own tools

▪ Low Code software development is increasing the automation in development of base platforms that earlier required
excessive manual work
▪ The increased use of Cloud-based Software Development, Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence (AI) is further
accelerating the growth and the quality of product in this industry

aPaaS: Application Platform as a Service
aPaaS is simply a specific kind of platform where users can build
applications. Low Code and No Code can both be examples of aPaaS

hpaPaaS: ‘High Productivity Application Platform as a Service’
hpaPaaS provides software development solutions that help developers
rapidly build web applications without having to write code. Similar to
the low code industry
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Media & Entertainment

IT

Education

Retail

Healthcare

Manufacturing

Energy & Utilities

Government

BFSI

▪ Free for up to 10 users for
basic app creation,
deployment, and support
▪ For enterprises,
the pricing starts at $1,875
per month for a single app
with automated backups and
guaranteed uptime

▪ Pricing starts at $1,470 per
month billed annually with
10GB storage
▪ The company also offers a
free version for basic users

▪ One single app that is
priced per user
▪ ~$60 per user per month

▪ Pricing starts at $4,000 for
up to 1,000 end-users
▪ Pricing starts at $10,000
for unlimited end-users

Core feature set,
1 platform
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32%

$5,001-10,000

17%

$10,001-15,000

14%

$15,001-25,000

13%

$25,001-50,000

Compared to traditional
business app developers

Basic App

<$5,000

Medium App

Complex design and features,
1-2 platforms

Source(s): Company Website, Clutch 2017 App Development Cost Survey

Large App

Complex design, development
and support, 2 platforms

>$50,001

16%
9%

Low Code App
Development

Full access to all design and
development features

Most low code platform developers have a
tiered pricing model that charges according to
varying considerations such as number of
users, complexity of app, available storage, etc.
The prices given here are for the starter level or
basic versions of the platform.

SPECIALISTS/PURE-PLAY FIRMS
▪ Pure-play software development firms
offering products that consist primarily of
a Low Code platform

(Apex)

GENERALISTS

Ability to Execute

▪ Large firms that have developed their
own low code capabilities and can
integrate their low code products with
the rest of their offerings

(Visual Builder)

Completeness of Vision
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Source(s): Gartner Magic Quadrant Low Code Report (September 2020)

Company

Target Description
Appian originated in the BPM market and focuses on complex business processes
and other applications requiring sophisticated automation, rules and analytics
capabilities. Its technological differentiators include prebuilt No Code integration
with various AI services and support for DevOps with automated continuous
integration/continuous delivery (CI/CD) for enterprise IT shops
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Revenue
($ Mn)

Headcount

Key Customers

HQ

Ownership

305

1,460

US

Public

Betty Blocks, focuses on the No Code assembly of applications from components
— hence the “Blocks” part of the company’s name. It does this while providing
application oversight and governance and support for enterprise-scale usage.
Technical differentiators include its cloud-native architecture and React-based UI

25-50

<500

Netherlands

Private

Mendix, which was acquired by Siemens in 2018, focuses on improving businessIT collaboration and application life cycle management. Its LCAP, of the same
name, is deployed on cloud-native technology. It is also being extended to
integrate with Siemens’ MindSphere IoT and product life cycle management
products

150-200

500-1,000

US

Subsidiary

OutSystems originated as vendor of a rapid application development environment
based on .NET, but now offers an enterprise LCAP of the same name that supports
cloud, on premises and hybrid solutions. It focuses on enterprise application
development for agile and continuous customer delivery by offering a combination
of omnichannel support and scalability

100-150

1,000-1,500

US

Private

LCAP – Low Code Application Platform

Large companies interested in offering their own Low Code platform solutions are either
buying (ServiceNow, Temenos) or building (Salesforce, Oracle) their own capabilities

Date of Partnership: March 2019
▪ Strategic partnership that allows for enterprise-level
support, flexibility, security, and scalability, thereby
correcting many issues associated with No Code
software development
▪ The No Code product can be integrated with all
Microsoft products
▪ Betty Blocks is running entirely on Azure
▪ The Microsoft Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) was
implemented to handle containerized applications in
Kubernetes, and as AKS handles its own resource
provisioning, it wasn’t necessary for Betty Blocks to
use a third-party provisioning solution
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Alternatively, firms can partner with Pure-Play Low Code software providers to offer
solutions and products for their customers and own utilization

Date of Partnership: January 2018

Date of Partnership: September 2017

▪ Partnership helps enterprises shorten time to value by
building applications that leverage data to turn it into
actionable insights and drive business outcomes
▪ IBM Cloud integrates public, private, multi-cloud and
on-premises data centers through a single architecture
and is designed for cognitive workloads
▪ Mendix’s visual development and full lifecycle support
enables faster delivery of applications
▪ Seamlessly integrate core systems, and data, leverage
Watson services, and run instantly on IBM Cloud
▪ IBM offers a single point of contact for Mendix
contracting and support, and a joint roadmap.

▪ The Mendix Rapid Application Development Platform
complements SAP solutions by providing organizations
the fastest and easiest way to develop applications.
▪ Mendix is the only low code development platform that
natively runs on the SAP HANA data platform, taking
advantage of in-memory database capabilities,
advanced analytics and unlimited scalability
▪ Mendix, a SAP Solution Extension is the preferred
development platform for SAP® S/4HANA, SAP
C/4HANA, SAP ECC and SAP SuccessFactors Solutions
to build future-proof applications.

STRATEGY CONSULTING FIRM

Implementing solutions and strategies to
help Low Code Platforms function
efficiently and succeed in the industry

GLOBAL SYSTEM INTEGRATORS
Develop, design and implement
transformational IT strategies for
customers looking to maximize their
performance and achieve their web-scale
IT vision
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INDEPENDENT SOFTWARE VENDORS (ISV)
Develop, market and sell software that
runs on third-party software and
hardware. They integrate their solutions
or build new solutions that leverage Low
Code platforms

ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANAGER (OEM)
Low Code platforms offer everything an
OEM partner needs to be successful:
deployment options, open frameworks,
and an architecture that supports
reusability, scalability, and performance

TRAINING FIRMS

Training firms that specialize in Low Code
platforms, delivering academies with a
focus on reskilling and upskilling

RESELLER PARTNERS
Working with customers to drive
innovation, respond to change, and
revolutionize customer experience by
marketing, selling, and deploying powerful
business solutions built on Low Code
platforms

Other

Other

13%

14%

Other

17%

9%

27%
39%

19%

12%
43%
31%

29%
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Source(s): Company Website

47%

SPECIALIST SERVICES PARTNERS : ~20%
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Source(s): LinkedIn, Company Website

GENERALIST SERVICES PARTNERS : ~80%
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Source(s): LinkedIn, Company Website

Company

Appian

Mendix

Out
Systems
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Description
Netherlands-based software development & managed services firm

Headcount

Status

<25

Private

A P Ventures



US-based full-range IT consulting firm

50-100

Private

Actualize
Consulting



US-based financial services company that offers consulting services for corporate finance issues, and structured
solutions

50-100

Private

UK-based professional services provider, specializing in the development of process solutions

25-50

Private



US-based information services company provides cloud integration and BPM solutions

25-50

Private

Bool



Portugal-based software design, development, training and consultancy company specialized in OutSystems
technology and services

25-50

Private

B-Synergy



Netherlands-based expert in implementing new technology over existing SAP landscape to quickly create a
powerful, reliable and flexible landscape

<25

Private

150-200

Private

<25

Private



AuraQ
AVIO Consulting

Definitive Logic





Finture Oy

US-based information technology company providing data analysis services


EsperantoXL
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Betty
Blocks



Source(s): LinkedIn, Company Website

Netherlands-based firm that builds smart software solutions with Low Code No Code Platforms
Poland-based firm that creates IT solutions corresponding with current market trends based on a wide range of
technologies and manufacturing tools, to match the IT environment of our clients

50-100 Partnership

Company
Ignyte Group

Appian

Mendix

US-based Technology Solutions Company with deep expertise in Digital and QA services





Kiandra

Description
US-based Digital Experience and Transformation Consultancy firm



IT Visors
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Out
Systems



Indium Software
Intricity

Betty
Blocks

Headcount

Status

25-50 Partnership
650-700

Private

US-based technology services company with expertise in business intelligence, data warehousing and
information management

25-50

Private

Netherlands-based firm focused mainly on SAP consultancy and services in field of EMC Documentum

50-100

Private

Australia-based firm that is using the latest acceleration technologies, delivers web, desktop and mobile
applications faster, and with less risk

50-100

Private

100-150

Private

50-100

Public

Macedon
Technologies



US-based computer software company that offers IT services and solutions

MBGE
Intersistemas



Mexico-based Technological Solutions and Consulting Firm specializing in Foreign Trade

Mirante
Tecnologia



Brazil-based firm that transforms ideals and needs into products and services with high added value for
customers from different market segments, based on the design of versatile technology solutions

250-300

Private

Motion10



Netherlands-based firm offering solutions in Apps & Infra (Low code), Business Productivity (Modern Workplace
& Modern Business Apps), Microsoft Data & Analytics, Change & Adoption and Managed Services

150-200

Private

Phact



Netherlands-based your partner for custom software solutions, integration and Internet of Things applications

25-50

Private

Source(s): LinkedIn, Company Website

Company
Princeton Blue

Appian

Mendix





Private

US-based firm that helps leading Financial Services and Healthcare organizations achieve breakthrough
business outcomes through Digital Process Automation (DPA) and Low Code Application Development

50-100

Private

UAE-based firm that uses deep understanding of Content Management and Business Intelligence practices to
help organizations manage, secure and understand their content and data in creative ways

50-100

Private

<25

Private

300-350

Private

50-100

Private

25-50

Private

300-350

Private

Unipro



UK-based firm that designed, implemented and managed inspired technology solutions for medium to large
organizations

Valuga



Netherlands-based OutSystems Experts, connecting the dots to make the complex simple

Vuram
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<25

Netherlands-based diversified mobile development, software development and outsourcing company that gives
both offshore and onshore technological solutions to business enterprises worldwide





Source(s): LinkedIn, Company Website

Status
Private

Thailand-based leading Mendix low code platform partner with the most proven track record across various
industries



Headcount
50-100

Netherlands-based specialist in Rapid Business Applications



TBN Software

Description
US-based leading provider of consulting and implementation services leveraging BPM

SquareOne
Technologies

Tech Tammina

Out
Systems



Rubarb
Sky Solutions

Betty
Blocks

India-based consulting service firm that serves the needs of enterprise customers who needed a reliable partner
to implement their business processes on a modern BPM platform

Date
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Target

Target Description

Acquirer

Est. EV ($Mn)

Mar-21

UK-based developer of content and education platform for learning to build software without code

–

Mar-21

Netherlands-based provider of a low-code application platform

–

Feb-21

Finland-based next generation low-code development platform for enterprise-scaled applications

–

May-20

UK-based provider of robotic process automation (RPA) software solutions

–

Jan-20

US-based no code platform developing mobile apps from customer data

–

Sep-19

US-based cloud-based digital application solutions company, and leader among low code and mobile app. development

Apr-19

US-based provider of cloud platform for design, development, deployment, and delivery of SaaS business applications

–

Apr-19

US-based No Code, design first cloud application development platform

–

Mar-19

US-based developer of application transformation platform that helps enterprises to mobilize web applications
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Oct-18

US-based provider of Low Code software platform

Mar-18

India-based business process mobility platform company

–

Oct-17

US-based consumer-facing mobile platform company

–

May-17

US-based company developing IT process automation and security operations software

–

Source(s): MergerMarket

559

701

Deal Rationale
Acquired
Mar-21

▪ Headquartered in the Netherlands,
Xebia is a digital transformation leader
with 1700+ employees offering cloud,
data, AI, Agile, DevOps, and software
consultancy services
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Source(s): MergerMarket

Positions Xebia as a global digital leader. Appcino’s expertise in Appian will
help Xebia’s clients speed up their digital transformation initiatives at
scale

▪ Founded in 2013, Appcino has 7+
years of expertise in successfully
delivering business apps built on
Appian and Salesforce, enabling
accelerated digital transformation
▪ Appian Elite and Salesforce Silver
consulting partner
▪ 150+ consultants and 85+ customers

Appcino's clients will benefit from Xebia's broader capabilities, across
AI/ML, RPA, Data, DevOps

Xebia’s scale, global presence and strong alignment in vision towards low
code will enable Appcino to further its transformation agenda
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